
Top 10 benefits of implementing a mobile-
friendly website for SEO in Dubai

Thanks to the Internet, our lives have changed in ways that we could never have
imagined ten years ago. Today, we can complete numerous lengthy operations,
including banking and shopping, in minutes. And using a smartphone is the most
practical method to access the internet.

With the continuously growing number of smartphone users, businesses must
optimize their websites for mobile to provide a captivating user experience.

Here are the top ten advantages of having a mobile-friendly website:

1. Help to gain a competitive advantage.

You may obtain a competitive edge over competitors in your industry by
optimizing your website for mobile users because website visitors prefer to use
their smartphones to browse items and services.

2. Unlock new advertising opportunities.

Make sure your click-to-call advertisements link people to mobile-optimized
landing pages rather than your standard desktop site for optimum ROI if you want
to gain from mobile advertising.

3. Better user experience:

A mobile-friendly website is made to offer users accessing your website from
mobile devices a better user experience. This might boost your search engine



results by increasing engagement, extending dwell durations, and lowering
bounce rates.

4. Google's spiders adore mobile-friendly websites.

With all the wonderful search engines currently accessible, Google is still the
search engine of choice for internet users. Because of this, businesses strive to
appear high up in Google's search results; if your company is one of these
businesses, you should start optimizing your website for mobile visitors.

5. Competitive advantage

Several companies in Dubai still need mobile-friendly websites. A mobile-friendly
website may provide a competitive edge and help you stand out.

6. Increased conversion rates:

A mobile-friendly website may increase conversion rates by offering a smooth and
user-friendly mobile experience, resulting in more leads, sales, and money for
your company.

7. Negligible loading time

Modern customers prefer to access websites quickly, and a solid internet
connection eliminates all space for delays. Users are unlikely to stay on or return
to websites that run slowly or don't load on their mobile devices.

8. High brand promoters



One of the elements that determine whether your consumers will support or
criticize your business is the user experience. If consumers have a bad experience,
they won't talk well about your company to their friends and acquaintances.

9. Faster conversion

Consumers shop in quantity and make hasty selections throughout the holiday
season. The two most efficient strategies are text message and email marketing.
In the case of mobile customers, these techniques guarantee a greater open rate.

10. Great support

For clients to receive 24/7 service without fuss, brands incorporate a live chat
widget with their websites. Mobile-optimized websites are essential for this since
it's likely that clients will need to contact you for assistance in the middle of the
night and may want to do it using something other than a laptop or desktop.

Hicentrik offers many services that might assist your company in creating an e-
commerce web development. They will first examine your present website to find
places that might want mobile optimization improvements. Then, they will ensure

https://hicentrik.com/


your website is optimized for various screen sizes and devices using responsive
design strategies. This entails building a website that instantly adapts to the size
of the browser window being used to see it. Also, they will ensure that your
website loads quickly because poor loading times can negatively impact user
experience and SEO. To guarantee visitors have a great experience and remain
connected with your business, Hicentrik can also assist you with creating
interesting and aesthetically pleasing content for your e-Commerce web
development.


